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By AJNews Staff

On November 23, Jerusalem was rocked by
coordinated twin terror attacks that killed an Israeli-
Canadian teenager who had ties to the Alberta Jewish
community and wounded 19 others.
Two explosions, 30 minutes apart, targeted popular

bus stations, one at the entrance to the city near the
Central Bus Station and the other in the Ramot
neighbourhood, during rush hour as civilians made
their way to work and school. Initial assessments from
police suggest the bombs were detonated remotely and
were reportedly packed with nails and bolts to
maximize casualties.
Sixteen-year-old Aryeh Schupak, z”l, an Israeli-

Canadian citizen who lived in the capital’s Har Nof
neighbourhood and who was on his way to a yeshiva in
a nearby community when the explosion occurred, lost
his life in the attack.
Though this was the first bombing targeting

civilians in Jerusalem since April 2016 – where a
Hamas suicide bomber injured 21 people – these 
terror attacks follow months of shootings, stabbings,
and car rammings that have killed a total of 30 
Jewish, Christian, and Druze Israelis (both soldiers
and civilians), with hundreds more injured in
thousands of incidents.
Stacey Leavitt-Wright CEO of The Jewish

Federation of Edmonton issued this statement to
community members. “On behalf of the executive and
board, it is with a heavy heart that we are writing to
inform you of the loss of 16-year-old Aryeh Schupak z”l,
whose life was tragically taken by a terrorist bus
bombing in Jerusalem. 
“This is devastating news, especially to our local

community. Aryeh spent formative years in Edmonton,
having attended Menorah Academy prior to the family
making Aliyah. May his memory be for a blessing. 
“We offer our condolences on behalf of the Edmonton

Jewish community to the family. We join our Jewish
communities across Canada in condemning this 
attack and wish a speedy recovery to the 19 victims
who were injured.”
Edmonton Chabad Rabbi Ari Drelich told Canadian

Jewish News that he had connected recently with
Aryeh’s father Moshe, who had been in Edmonton
visiting his ailing mother.
“He was very happy. He was working, his kids were

going to school. They were fully immersed in Jewish
life there,” Rabbi Drelich told CJN. “He certainly
seemed to indicate this was the right decision for his
family… Unfortunately, this tragedy happened.”
Rabbi Drelich said that coming from the former

Soviet Union, with little knowledge about Yiddishkeit,
the family really embraced their Judaism. “They grew
in their observance and became shomer Shabbat,
shomer kosher. They felt they wanted more and they
decided to make aliyah and became very involved in
the community there.”
According to the Jerusalem Post: “Though no group

has taken responsibility for the attack, Hamas 
praised it with its spokesperson Abd al-Latif 
al-Qanua saying that it was “in response to the
occupation and its settlers' crimes against our people
and Al-Aqsa Mosque.”
Several Canadian politicians condemned the

attacks, with Prime Minister Justin Trudeau tweeting:
“Incredibly saddened to learn about the death of a
young Canadian in the terrorist attack in Jerusalem.
I’m sending his family and friends my deepest
condolences. I’m also thinking of those who were
injured. Canada condemns this violence in the
strongest possible terms.”
Canadian Ambassador to Israel Lisa Stadelbauer

tweeted: “Heartbroken to confirm that a young
Canadian lost his life in this morning's reprehensible
terror attack in Jerusalem. Our sincere condolences 
to his family and friends, and to others wounded in 
this attack. Canada continues to condemn all forms 
of terror.” 
On behalf of the Centre for Israel and Jewish Affairs,

Shimon Koffler Fogel, President and CEO, condemned
this vicious terrorist attack: “Today, Israeli civilians
were targeted in the most horrific way; people who
were just starting their day, on their way to work or
school, were met by devastating hatred that has
forever changed their lives and the lives of all Israelis.
“Aryeh Schupak, z”l, of blessed memory, was an

innocent victim. Just a boy, on his way to school. We

convey our condolences and prayers to his family and
pray those injured will have a full and speedy recovery.
Our hearts are with the entire Israeli community who
have, once again, been reminded that senseless hatred
targets the innocent.
“Terrorist attacks have one goal: to spread fear in

civilian populations, deliberately targeting civilians to
push forward an agenda of chaos and violence.
"Israelis are known for their resiliency, having faced

countless terror attacks, yet this is not a ‘norm’ any
civilian should be asked to live with.
"As more and more countries seek peace with Israel

through the Abraham Accords, we hope that local
Palestinian leadership will also see the opportunities
that come with such peace and support their
populations in moving in this direction. The terror
groups that glorify violence will only serve to continue
this horrific bloodshed.
“We condemn these cowardly acts and remind

Israelis that Canada’s Jewish community stands 
with them.”

Edmonton teen killed in Jerusalem terror attack

Sixteen-year-old Aryeh Schupak, z”l was
killed in a Jerusalem terror attack

Wishing you 
a Happy Chanukah 
Chag Sameach
from MLA Lorne Dach 

MLA Edmonton-McClung
#301, 6650 - 177 Street
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Wishing a happy and healthy Chanukah 
to the Jewish Community, from 

May this Festival of Lights 

usher in an era of Peace,

Happiness, Love, Tikkun Olam, 

Tzedakah and Good Health. 

Happy Chanukah

from Temple Beth Ora 

By Rabbah Gila Caine

In North America
many people use the word
“menorah” in reference to
the chanukiah in which
we light candles on
Chanukah. Usually,
however, the menorah is
the sacred seven-
branched lamp of old.
There is one place in
Tanach where the word

“menorah” points towards a humble article of
furniture, not at the golden one used in
the Mishkan (Tabernacle) and later in
the Mikdash (Temple). Nestled within the stories
about the prophet Elisha, a menorah is an actual lamp
inside someone’s home:
“One day Elisha visited Shunem. A wealthy woman

lived there, and she urged him to have a meal; and

whenever he passed by, he would stop there for a meal.
Once she said to her husband: I am sure it is a holy
man of G-d who comes this way regularly. Let us make
a small enclosed upper chamber and place a bed, a
table, a chair, and a menorah (lampstand) there for
him, so that he can stop there whenever he comes to
us.” (� Kings 4:8-10).
What did these people do? They created a comfy

space for their guest so that he had his basic needs
taken care of, because he was on the road doing
Hashem’s work. I often read this story (and the one
before it in the book) around Chanukah (and we’ll
study it at shul this year), because they tell of oil and
light and miracles within the home. These stories are
about personal miracles, and “small” acts
of chesed (loving-kindness) and compassion that lead
to lives being saved.
We learn in Torah that part of the act of taking care

of others involves noticing what they actually need,
even when it might be surprising or even confusing for
us: “But you shall surely open your hand to him and
surely lend to him enough for his want that he has.”
(D’varim 15:8).
R’ Shlomo Wolbe teaches us that we take part in

creation through performing acts of chesed. He uses
the verse I just quoted to remind us how complicated
this can actually be. We don’t have to make other

people rich (...lend him enough), but as we are giving,
we must learn to pause and listen closely to the
person’s situation so that we can understand what
their innermost being lacks and is crying out
for. Chesed isn’t quantifiable. Any act of kindness can
be chesed - whether you are visiting a newborn, giving
money, making cookies for a sad friend or listening
calmly to a grumpy teenager. Chesed demands that we
pause in our assumptions about who is in need and
who can fend for themselves. It calls us to bring
compassion and understanding to our care for others.
People all around us in our communities and city are

lonelier, poorer, less healthy, and much colder than in
previous years. Chanukah is the perfect moment to
celebrate the chesed done to us and the chesed we can
perform for those around us. When we light Chanukah
candles we often refer back to the golden Menorah, the
one that sent out its light from within the Temple walls
to light the whole world with its pure flames.
I suggest this year we all add another image as we

light our chanukiot and remember the small menorah
in the Shunammite woman’s home, a menorah that
teaches us about the miracle of attentive kindness.
Happy Chanukah. 

Rabbah Gila Caine is the spiritual leader at Temple
Beth Ora, Edmonton’s Reform Jewish congregation.

Chesed on
Chanukah

Rabbi Gila Caine

By Rabbi Steven Schwarzman

Hanukkah may be the
most outward-facing of
Jewish holidays,
stemming from the fact
that the main mitzvah of
Hanukkah is pirsum
hanes, making the
miracle known (or,
literally, publicizing the
miracle).
The Talmud describes

Jews placing their oil-
lamp menorahs outside
their homes so that
everyone could see them
(and discusses liability

issues if a lamp were to be overturned by passersby).
While some Jews even today use oil lamps for
Hanukkah menorahs, especially in Israel, the
halakhah is that we need to place our menorahs where
they can be seen. Hanukkah is not inward-looking, but
outward: people walking or driving by should see the
candles in our windows.
Perhaps it is from this outward-facing nature of the

holiday that Hanukkah has become so widely known
among non-Jews, who can be forgiven for thinking that
it is a major Jewish holiday. We know that that's not
the case, but its public nature makes it readily
identifiable, even incorrectly, as the Jewish answer to
that other winter holiday.

Yet there is an inner
aspect to Hanukkah as
well. When we light the
candles, we are not to use
them for any practical
purpose, but lirotam
bilvad - only to look at
them. This is why we light
a shamash in addition to
the regulation number of
candles for each night, so
that if, by chance, we
happen to use any
candlelight for a practical
purpose, it can be
ascribed to the light of the
shamash instead of the
other candles.
So why look at the

candles? What purpose is
achieved? When we look
at our candles, which stay
lit only for a short while,
we can see Jewish history
taking place in our homes.
We can see the ancient
Temple of Jerusalem...
and the Jerusalem of
today. We can see the very
long chain of tradition
that connects us to the
Maccabees and to Jews of all times and places who
stood up for Judaism. It's in large part because of them
that we are here today. So many peoples in history
have come and gone, but we Jews are still here.
And when we look at the candles, we can see the

simple joy of being with loved ones again, of
celebrating at our synagogues, of being part of this
wonderful story that is Judaism. We remember the

miracle of the Hasmoneans' victory in regaining
Jewish independence and the miracle of the oil. 
By making the miracle known to the outside world, we
remind ourselves, too.
May your Hanukkah be full of light!

Rabbi Steven Schwarzman is the spiritual leader of
Beth Shalom Congregation in Edmonton. 

Publicize the 
miracle 

Rabbi Steven
Schwarzman

The community's Annual Bissell Centre Lunch  was held 
November 13,  co-ordinated by Beth Israel Synagogue with very
generous support and donations from its partners NCJWC 
Edmonton, JNF Edmonton, Hillel Edmonton, Edmonton Talmud
Torah Society, Jewish Federation of Edmonton, JFS Edmonton,
Temple Beth Ora, Beth Shalom Synagogue and Na’amat Canada
Edmonton. Over 200 packaged lunches were served, each one 
included a beautifully decorated picture of a heart drawn by a 
Talmud Torah student. Gloves, toques, clothes and toiletries were
distributed. Photo courtesy Beth Israel. 

Community Bissell Centre Lunch

http://www.gemoro.ca
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By Maxine Fischbein

This article is dedicated to the memory of Jerry
Cooper, OBM, who recently passed away. An avid vol-
unteer and former president of Chevra Kadisha, Jerry
was—for many years—the compassionate and public
face of the organization. May his memory always be
for a blessing.

The work of the Edmonton Chevra Kadisha is
seldom captured in headlines. That is because Tahara
(the ritual preparation of the deceased) and Jewish
burials, are carried out according to traditions that
emphasize humility and anonymity.  
Caring for our deceased is considered chesed shel

emet—the one true act of lovingkindness because those
who have passed away can never repay the mitzvah.
But the imminent opening of a second Jewish

cemetery in Edmonton is major news and, perhaps
counterintuitively, a source of celebration. After all, the
dedication of Edmonton’s relatively small community
to care for its own—dating back to the birth of the
Chevra Kadisha in 1907—does not only tell a story of
loss and grief; it also speaks to the rootedness of Jewish
people in Edmonton and a proud history of unwavering
devotion to Jewish traditions with even deeper roots.
It is no coincidence that a Jewish cemetery is

traditionally referred to as Beit Chayim—a house of
life. The matzevot (commonly referred to as headstones,
but really monuments to the deceased) reveal much
about the vibrancy of Jewish life in Edmonton.
Some 115 years after the establishment of the

Edmonton Chevra Kadisha (later officially
incorporated in 1925), the gates of a new cemetery on
156 Street near St. Albert will open this spring (details
TBA) when the land is consecrated according to time-
honoured traditions so burials may commence.
“It’s like a marriage ceremony,” says Chevra

Kadisha Vice President David Marcus. “Each
congregation will bring out their Rabbi plus a Torah.
They’ll need to circle the cemetery seven times, as at a
Jewish wedding.”
Participants in the consecration—to which the entire

community will be invited—will walk the perimeter of
the cemetery as specific psalms are recited and
charitable funds pledged to address tzorchei tzibur (the
needs of the organized Jewish community as mandated
by our sages).
The current Jewish cemetery on the South Side of

the river, for which the land was purchased by
Abraham Cristall in 1907, comprises six acres with a
total of 2,200 graves, says Marcus, incoming president
of the Chevra.
Long-time Chevra volunteer Bill Dolman estimates

that the new cemetery, which will open in three phases
(each comprising 10 acres for a total of 30), has the
capacity to meet the needs of the Edmonton Jewish
community for the next 200 years.
Prior to the opening of the new cemetery, Chevra

leaders will be inviting all community members to
attend an open house at the Chesed Shel Emet
building on 105 Avenue, close to Edmonton’s
downtown, early this spring (details TBA). At that
time, blueprints, conceptual drawings and detailed
plans for the new cemetery will be shared and a Q and
A session held.
Plans have, at times, been controversial. Some in the

community had hoped that the Chevra would purchase
land adjacent to the 101 Avenue cemetery and expand
it so that they could eventually be buried in close
proximity to loved ones already interred there.
There is enough space for burials to continue at the

101 Avenue location until the new cemetery is opened.
Some plots are reserved (most often for spouses of

individuals already buried at the cemetery). To better
facilitate smooth operations at the cemetery plots are
not pre-sold, and no new reservations will be taken
until the new cemetery opens. 
Spaces already earmarked for family members

means that funerals will continue at the 101 Avenue
cemetery long after the new cemetery opens, possibly
for the next 30 to 40 years, says Bill Dolman.
Although lands adjacent to the current cemetery

have at times come available, they have proven
unsuitable for the purposes of expanding the cemetery.
Required remediation can sometimes be costly, Marcus
said and, according to Dolman, available lands would
have only yielded sufficient capacity for the next five
to seven years.
There has also been a desire to locate a new

cemetery in closer proximity to those areas with the
greatest concentration of Jewish households.
Long-time Chevra leaders Shim Laskin and 

Shelby Smordin, both of blessed memory, played an
integral role in securing the land on 156 Street during
the mid-1990s.
“They were the last of that era,” said Rhoda

Friedman, adding that Laskin and Smordin motivated
others to move the Chevra into a new generation. 
“We have a lot to be thankful for, including their

wisdom and insightfulness,” Friedman added.
A Chevra member for 32 years, Friedman moved

Jewish Edmonton closer to “the promised land” on 156
Street during her three-term presidency, but she is not
likely to open it as president since she will be passing
the baton to incoming president David Marcus come
April.
Notably, even after the land on 156 Street was

acquired, Chevra leaders explored other potential
arrangements. At one point, they conducted
preliminary discussions with the City of Edmonton
and the Catholic Archdiocese around the possibility of
“acquiring and/or sharing a small amount of cemetery
space for our use,” recalls Bill Dolman, “but we came
to the conclusion that it would be difficult for us
operate under either situation.”
Among other options, purchase of land near the

River Cree was once considered.

Chevra Kadisha 
Chesed shel emet

Happy Chanukah to all our customers and friends 

from Bella and Alex Davidoff and Staff

DesigN jewellers

Continued on page 14
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By Deborah Shatz 

Beth Israel Congregation (affectionately known as
the Family Shul) welcomed Rabbi Guy and Fentaye Tal
and their family to Edmonton in August and they are
quickly adjusting to the city and the community.
Members of the congregation are helping them with
the transition and showing them the warmth and
kindness that makes our community so special. 
On November 22, in a celebration of joy and culture,

the Tal family turned the tables and welcomed the
congregation to the Ethiopian Jewish holiday of Sigd
with a wonderful feast and an engaging presentation. 
Sigd was largely unknown to the congregation and

it had definitely never been celebrated here before so
it was a new and exciting program for everyone. 
As in most Jewish celebrations, food is at the centre of
the holiday. Rebbitzen Fentaye organized the
preparation of a gorgeous feast that included an
Ethiopian flatbread called injera that was used to
“spoon up” a variety of sauces and vegetable dishes
that were delicious. The buffet table was decorated
with beautiful and colourful baskets that set the stage
for a taste bud adventure. She was ably assisted by
Michal Balay who set up an amazing, tranquil coffee
station with pillows on the floor and she served
Ethiopian coffee to congregants.  
People visited, ate, drank coffee and enjoyed

themselves in a relaxed atmosphere for the first 
part of the program. The shul ballroom felt
transformed by the beauty of the event. There were
about 85 people in attendance – including 15 or so kids
so it was a busy and noisy program. Posted on the
shul’s walls were some information
sheets about the history of Ethiopian
Jewry and their difficult and traumatic
journey to Israel. 
The second part of the program

featured a shiur by Rabbi Tal about
Ethiopian Jewry and the holiday of
Sigd. He explained that Ethiopian Jews
can be traced back to the lost tribe of
Dan. 
The Ethiopian Jewish community

lived in complete isolation from 
other Jewish communities for many
centuries, until the mid-20th century
when many Ethiopians were air-lifted
to Israel. For this reason, the Ethiopian
Jewish community, called the Beta
Israel, developed many holidays and
celebrations that do not exist in other
Jewish communities. Sigd is one of
these holidays - celebrated on the 29th
of Cheshvan, exactly 50 days after 

Yom Kippur.
Sigd is about accepting

the Torah and yearning
for Israel and the Temple.
It is thought to be the
date on which G-d first
revealed himself to
Moses.
Traditionally, members

of the Beta Israel
community fast on Sigd,
read from their scriptures
(which are called the
Octateuch, the five books
of Moses plus Joshua,
Judges and Ruth), recite
psalms, and pray for the
rebuilding of the Temple.
It is also a time for
renewing the Israelite
covenant with G-d. The
fast ends mid-day with a
feast and dancing. 
Since 2008, Sigd has

been recognized as a state
holiday in Israel. In Israel
today, it is an opportunity to raise Ethiopian Jewish
visibility and educate Israeli Jews about Beta Israel
customs. It is also a time to recognize and remember
all the people who lost their lives trying to leave
Ethiopia and immigrate to Israel. 
Rabbi Tal’s presentation was interesting and

informative. He showed a video of a Sigd celebration
that featured music, dancing and devotion. He
described the history of Ethiopian immigration to
Israel. In 1991 over 14000 Ethiopian Jews were
airlifted to Israel as part of a massive rescue mission
called Operation Solomon but there has been little
movement for family members or others since then.

Many people have died trying to make the journey and
life has not been easy in Israel. There are still
thousands of Ethiopian Jews waiting to make Aliya.
Rabbi Tal wove the story of Fentaye’s family’s
immigration from Ethiopia to Israel with the 
historical information that made the presentation both
personal and factual. His admiration for their journey
was heartwarming. 
Congregants came away with a better

understanding of the joy and the hardships of
Ethiopian Jews both in Ethiopia and in Israel. 
They also came away with new insight, warm feelings
and a stronger bond with Rabbi Guy and Fentaye Tal. 

Beth Israel 
celebrates Sigd

Happy 
Chanukah 
to the
Jewish 
Community 
of Edmonton

Committed to the 
Highest Standard 
of Service and Care 
Since 1908 
Funeral Directors 
to the Jewish Community

Healing Hearts- Inspiring Trust- Honouring Legacy

Happy 
Chanukah 
to the
Jewish 
Community 
of Edmonton

Committed to the 
Highest Standard 
of Service and Care 
Since 1908 
Funeral Directors 
to the Jewish Community

An amazing Sigd celebration was held at Beth Israel Shul on 
November 22 which included a delicious Ethiopian feast and an 
engaging presentation by Rabbi Guy and Fentaye Tal, assisted 
by Michal Balay.

Yasher Koach to Fentaye Tal, Michal Balay (and her helper) and Rabbi Guy Tal for hosting an excep-
tional Sigd program at Beth Israel last month. Photos by Jodi Zabludowski. 
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By Regan Treewater-Lipes

Last month’s Jewish Studies Week at the University
of Alberta’s Wirth Institute for Austrian and Central
European Studies in Edmonton was yet another raving
success! With two sensational lectures by leaders in
the field of Jewish scholarship, community members
and academics alike were able to engage with some
fascinating topics, and highly relevant societal
questions. The Wirth Institute welcomed Dr. Melanie
Schmoll, a research fellow from Bar Ilan University in
Israel, and veteran Yiddishist, Professor Justin
Cammy of Smith College.  
Dr. Schmoll’s lecture was delivered in person on

November 14, within the auspicious setting of the
University of Alberta’s Senate Chambers. The occasion
was attended by a diverse crowd of students, faculty,
and members of the greater community. Seated around
the iconic grand ovular polished wood table, the
atmosphere was collegial with a great deal of
excitement to be gathered together face-to-face once
again. Many within the Jewish community were
already acquainted with Dr. Schmoll having attended
her lecture marking the remembrance of Kristallnacht
on November 9 held at the Stanley A. Milner Public
Library in Downtown Edmonton.  
Her lecture, titled “Learning from the Past?

Holocaust Education and its Impact on Antisemitism”
presented the culmination of many years of Schmoll’s
pedagogical investigation across three continents.
German-born, and educated in Hamburg, Schmoll has
long been involved in the examination of Holocaust
awareness pedagogy in her home country. In her
extensive research dealing with security issues in
Israel, she has used this knowledge to further explore
the topic in depth.  Then, following her time as an
adjunct faculty member at the University of Calgary,
Schmoll became extremely interested in how Alberta
teaches students about the Holocaust at the secondary-
school level. For the audience of Edmontonians it was
this evaluation of Alberta’s educational approach that

struck a significant chord.  
Dr. Schmoll’s findings

have concluded that there
is significant work that
can be done in Alberta to
better support secondary-
school teachers as they
approach discussions
around the Holocaust.
While some educators
introduce the history of
the Holocaust when
studying the Second
World War, Schmoll has
found that too often, this
seems to be treated more
as a footnote rather than
critical subject. According
to Schmoll students are
thus left with a highly
superficial understanding by and large. She noted that
any nuanced understanding of the Holocaust acquired
by students, was usually thanks to the efforts of local
Jewish communities and their contributions to schools.
Dr. Schmoll herself had occasion to work in a 

Jewish school and also within the secular education
system in Hamburg. She is intimately familiar 
with the shortcomings of Holocaust education in 
her own country, and has long been troubled by 
the almost singular focus of German history books 
on the rise of nationalism, with only cursory
descriptions of deportations and locations of camps.
She noted, however, that in the south of Germany, in
Bavaria, secondary-school students are at least
required to visit a concentration camp as part of the 
World War II historical education. Nevertheless,
Schmoll’s prognosis for the direction of literacy on
topics related to the Holocaust is grim. Her findings
show that Antisemitism is on the rise.  
Anecdotally, Schmoll described her own experiences

speaking with teachers and students. Sadly, she

continues to be dismayed by the predominant lack of
knowledge, and has even experienced pushback from
educators unwilling to deal with discussions
surrounding the Holocaust. She recounted one such
incident where parents at a secular school in Hamburg
complained to the principal after Scholl showed her
history class Schindler’s List. The principal supported
Schmoll’s approach, and subsequently many students
were absent from school for the duration of the unit.  
The second lecture, on Nov. 15 was the Annual Toby

and Saul Reichert Holocaust Lecture - “From the Vilna
Ghetto to Nuremburg: Yiddish Poetry and Witnessing.”
It was delivered via Zoom by the Harvard-educated,
2022 Canadian Jewish Literary Award winner, and
Smith College Sherrerd Prize for Distinguished
Teaching recipient, Professor Justin Cammy. 
Professor Cammy’s accolades present as an impressive
list of Jewish scholarship’s highest honours. In his
elegant presentation, he brought into focus the 
lasting significance of a Yiddish writer that the 
New York Times once referred to as: “the greatest 

Jewish Studies Week 
covers diverse themes 

Drop by the BI this month to view the community mosaic. 
In January it will be installed at City Hall. 

Menorah displayed at Beth Israel 

Continued on page 12
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By AJNews Staff 

Excitement is in the air at the Camp BB-Riback
office as plans are taking shape for Summer of 2023 at
Pine Lake, AB. Registration and hiring are open now.
First session takes place July 9-30 and second Session
is August 2-21. This year, Wonderweek is August 2-10
and Wonderweekend is August 9-13.
Camp BB-Riback, on the beautiful shores of Pine

Lake Alberta is a magical place that provides an
amazing opportunity for youth to connect their roots
in Judaism with the natural world. Combining
tradition, innovation, leadership and the arts, Camp
BB-Riback offers not only an unforgettable Jewish
camp experience – but an unforgettable life experience
as well. 

Camp Director Stacy
Shaikin says, “We are so
excited to open the 2023
camp season. We are
thrilled to continue to
evolve our programs as
we have in the past two
seasons. Our performing
arts and creative
programming has taken
massive steps forward
and we look forward to
doing the same with our
sports program.”
Shaikin advises parents that the Early Bird

Discount is currently open until December 15. 

You must pay in full to qualify. He also notes that
subsidies are available from both Calgary and
Edmonton Federations. Applications will be open in the
early spring. Those waiting on subsidy will
automatically receive the Early Bird Discount until
their application is reviewed, he adds.
There are also a few notable changes this year, says

Shaikin. “There is no CIT (Counsellors in Training)
program offered for 2023,” he explained. “It will return
in 2024 for students completing grade 11. LTP (Leader-
ship Training Program) is now a 2 year program and
is open to students who have completed grades 9 and
10. 
“This year, our Wonderweek Program is a feature of

Second Session,” he continued. “It is highly suggested
for first timers and campers in grades 1 – 4, however
the option to enrol in first session for one and two
weeks is still available at an extra cost for children in
grades 1 through 6.”
Once again, camp will provide our campers with 

an awesome array of activities, notes Shaikin. 
But parents can rest assured that the health and
happiness of their children is the camp’s first priority
and that Camp BB-Riback is accredited by the Alberta
Camping Association. 
“We take great pride in creating a loving, welcoming

environment for all of our campers,” concluded
Shaikin. “The Camp Staff are trained at childcare 
and parents can be assured that their children are 
in the capable hands of caring, friendly counsellors.
Every young person who stays at Camp BB Riback can
be assured they will have an amazing summer in an
atmosphere of tolerance, safety, inclusiveness and, of
course, fun.”
So if you’re looking for an amazing summer camp

experience for your children, look no further. Camper
registration and staff hiring at Camp BB-Riback is
open. Visit campbb.com. 

Camp BB-Riback: Camper
Registration is open!

rEgiStrAtion AnD hiring 
iS noW opEn For SummEr oF 2023

Activities include: Sports, Waterskiing, High Ropes, Zip LIne, 
Horseback Riding, Swimming Pool, Jewish Culture, Leadership Training, 

Inclusion, Filmmaking and so much more!

For full details visit www.campbb.com 

or email info@campbb.com 

Early Bird ends on December 15 

First Session: July 9 - 30

Second Session: August 2 - 21

Wonder Week: August 2 - 10

Wonder Weekend: August 9 - 13 

Mazal Tov 
to Talisa and Zac Antflick on their new addition!
Bexley Harper Antflick: 
born on Rosh Hashanah, 
September 26, 2022. 

For information or to register for Summer of 2023 visit campbb.com

Happy
Chanukah!

Serving the Jewish community with personalized
monuments & custom memorials for over 60 years.

Paul & Ashley Crosty

Ph. 780-425-6311 or Fax 780-426-2281
13623 - 149 Street, Edmonton, Alberta T5L 2T3

paulc@edmontongranite.ca • edmontongranite.ca

http://www.campbb.com
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780-453-0101
10710 - 142 Street 

Edmonton, AB     

www.blissbakedgoods.ca

Follow us on Instagram

“Edmonton’s favourite little bakery"

@blissbakedgoods                    @blissbakedgoods1

To avoid 
disappointment,

order your sufganiot 
and latkes 

now!

Wishing everyone a Happy & Healthy Chanukah

Edmonton's only kosher, dairy and nut-free bakery!

BLISS BAKED GOODS
We Do Kosher With Style

Now under the Rabbinical Supervision of COR

By Carmel Erlich and Josie Coutain-Segall

On November 4-6, the Jewish National Fund USA
(JNF-USA) held their first in-person National
Conference since pre-pandemic. They welcomed 1300
Jewish and Zionist attendees from across North
America. A little under half of these attendees were
post-secondary students, who attended the College
Summit. With a focus on antisemitism on campuses
and Zionist advocacy, the College Summit’s main
theme was being proudly Jewish and/or Zionist in an
era of increasing Jew-hatred and anti-Zionism.
Carmel Erlich and Josie Coutain-Segall, students at

the University of Alberta, were thrilled to attend the
conference as College Summit participants. Both
students are active members in the Edmonton Jewish
community, serving as members of the Hillel
Edmonton Executive Committee, and participating in
Chabad on Campus programming. The students
approached JNF Edmonton Executive Director Jay
Cairns for guidance with navigating the logistics of
participation. He drew on his experience with Hillel
and young Jewish adults and provided them with the
help and encouragement they needed to make it
happen.
The conference was heavily subsidized for college

students, and JNF Canada generously offered a
further subsidy for their travel expenses. Some
sessions Carmel and Josie attended included,
Champions for Zionism, JNF-USA Shark Tank: The
Successes of Today and Our Vision for the Future, Let’s
Hear From the Students: Being a Zionist on Campus
Today, Jewish Pride, and Confronting Jew Hatred in
the 21st Century. A special performance by members
of the Israel Defence Force’s Special in Uniform Band
kicked off the event. Special in Uniform is a program
which provides Israelis with disabilities an
opportunity to serve in the military as valued members
of Israeli society. Notable speakers include authors and
activists Ben Freeman, Hen Mazzig, and Dr. Rachel
Fish. Also present were Caravan for Democracy
alumni, non-Jewish students who have travelled to
Israel to see the country for themselves, and have
dedicated themselves to being Zionist activists on their
respective campuses. 
“The conference was just such an incredible

experience to be around other like-minded individuals
and celebrate our Jewish pride together,” says Josie. A
moment which really resonated with her was a story

told by Mike Leven, founder of the Jewish
Future Pledge. He recounted the story of
one Shabbat that he experienced at the age
of ten years old. His grandfather had the
radio on and was writing notes, breaking
laws of Shabbat which he usually
observed. After inquiring as to why he was
doing this, Mike’s grandfather looked up
with tears in his eyes, and said “We have a
home!” The date was Saturday, November
29, 1947 - the day the United Nations
approved the creation of the State of Israel
in what was then the British Mandate of
Palestine.
Carmel says that “the JNF College

Summit was an enriching experience
which allowed me to further delve into the
roots of Zionism. Most importantly, this
conference showed me that I am not alone
in the battle against antisemitism and
empowered me to continue this journey on
campus!” 
Carmel further stated that her most

memorable moment was during Scott
Gendall’s speech during the opening
ceremony where he discussed the blatant
reality of antisemitism in contemporary
society. Most importantly, Carmel shared
that his speech regarding the increase in
antisemitism and violence against Jews hardened the
reality that the battle of antisemitism is not limited to
physical hate, but also hate on social media. A quote
that resonated with her by Scott Gendall was, “Today,
Shabbat Shalom is more of a prayer than a greeting.”
The conference also highlighted many of JNF’s

current projects, including the $350 million World
Zionist Village project,
which will be a place
where Jewish people
and Zionists from across
the world can meet to
have discussions. Its aim
is to build a rich village
for Jewish people
everywhere, to host
international interns,
collaborate with Israelis,
host gap year programs,
be home to Zionist

education programs, and act as an additional space for
JNF’s highly successful Alexander Muss High School
program, among other initiatives. 
Next year’s conference will be held in Denver,

Colorado from November 30 - December 3. More
information can be found at jnf-usa.force.com. 

JNF Edmonton helps UAlberta 
students attend USA conference 

JNF Edmonton 

Co-Presidents:

Sharon Bookhalter

Laurie Mozeson

Executive Director 

Jay Cairns 

(780) 458-7881

Jay.cairns@jnf.ca

www.jnf.ca

JNF Edmonton 
wishes you a 

Healthy and Happy Chanukah

U of A students Carmel Erlich and 
Josie Coutain-Segall attended the JNF USA 
College Summit conference last month.

http://www.blissbakedgoods.ca
mailto:Jay.cairns@jnf.ca
http://www.jnf.ca
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By Regan Treewater-Lipes 

On September 25, 2021, when Olga Muradov, an
active member of the Edmonton Jewish community,
dropped her two sons off at the park for extra-
curricular sports training, she could not have known
that before the day’s end, she would perform the
greatest mitzvah of all – the saving of a human life.  “I
remember so distinctly – it was 3:51, and the boys’
trainer called to tell me that a vehicle had just
smashed into my parked car,” Muradov recounted
during a recent phone interview.  She had been
walking a nearby trail when the call came in. “I’m a
runner, so I rushed back and got to the spot quite
quickly and it was clear right away that my car was
not going to be salvageable.” 
She seldom drives to the park, opting to walk the

short distance with her boys usually, but on that
particular afternoon, Muradov parked her car near a
tree and set off for a leisurely stroll. “Once I arrived on
the scene, I approached the vehicle of the person who
had crashed into me,” she continued. “At first, I’ll
admit, I had a few choice words to share, but I
instantly realized that the man behind the wheel was
unconscious.”  It may not seem like it, but this man
would later come to be grateful that it was Muradov’s
car he ran into.
Olga Muradov is a career healthcare provider. She

graduated from nursing school in 2008 and worked as
a registered nurse in the intensive care unit for many
years at the Misericordia Hospital in Edmonton. In
2020, during the height of the global pandemic, she
completed a Masters Degree in Nursing and attained
the distinguished designation of nurse practitioner.  
“Many people are still not clear about the difference

between RNs and NPs,” explained Muradov. Nurse
practitioners play a vital role in the medical field and
share the same privileges and responsibilities as
physicians. “A nurse practitioner is someone who has
considerable experience working with patients as an
RN and goes on to complete an MA or PhD in this area.
We need to be recognized by our professional college,
and complete extensive additional training and
certification.  Nurse practitioners function
autonomously, just from a nursing background while
physicians receive a different kind of training,” she
elaborated. 
The general public may not know, but nurse

practitioners are able to diagnose, order tests,

prescribe, and even run
their own clinics
providing ongoing care
just as a doctor would.
After more than a decade
in the ICU, Muradov now
specializes in general
internal medicine.  
“Once I saw that the

driver was unconscious
something switched, and
my professional training
kicked in.” She tried to
rouse the man using all of
the techniques and
standard procedures she
has performed so many
times in the ICU.
“Honestly, it was like
instinct,” stated Muradov confidently. “He was
nonresponsive, and I saw immediately that he
displayed an agonal breathing pattern.  This is not how
people normally breathe,” she explained. “This is a
reflexive type of breathing most often resulting from
cardiac arrest.”  
With a small crowd beginning to gather Muradov

took charge of the situation just in time. She instructed
someone to call 911 for emergency medical services
and got other bystanders to help her extricate the man
from the driver seat. “It took some effort to dislodge
him and get him out. We laid him on the ground, and I
started CPR.  I didn’t have an airway.” While the 911
operator counted out the necessary intervals, Muradov
attended to the man performing chest compressions.
But, this time, there was no medical team, no vital sign
monitors, no defibrillator, and no respiratory therapist
on hand – just her.  
“I was really worried for him,” said Muradov. “He

was in serious medical distress, and I had no way of
knowing, being there in the park, if his brain was
receiving enough oxygen.” Despite the medical TV
shows, and dramatic scenes played out in so many
Hollywood films, CPR performed outside of a hospital
is no guarantee of survival. “Only 1 in 10 patients who
receive CPR outside of a hospital ever make it to
discharge,” explained Muradov gravely.  
“And that’s ‘discharge.’  That doesn’t mean they go

home. Many suffer permanent brain injury because of
oxygen deprivation and go on to long-term care
facilities with round-the-clock monitoring.” She herself

has seen it too many
times, and so her
concerns as the
ambulance drove away
were very real.
Within a few minutes, a

woman identifying
herself as the man’s wife
rushed up with their dog.
The two had been
walking in the park, and
her husband had gone to
the car to drive and pick
up their son. “I asked her
to take down my

number,” commented Muradov thoughtfully. “I told her
that if she would be comfortable sharing information
with me, I would really like to know how he is.”
Muradov obviously did not share the dire statistics she
knows only too well, but quietly hoped and prayed for
the best.
Because of her quick response and lifesaving actions,

the man was released from hospital after an
astounding two weeks. “I did break a few of his ribs
while performing the chest compressions,” admitted
Muradov meekly, but because of her, this patient defied
the statistics, and now leads a healthy, normal life with
his loving family. “They are such warm people. They
send me pictures: the first time he went golfing after
the incident, their trip to San Francisco, and he
recently turned 60.” Humble through and through,
Muradov emphasized: “I only did what I was trained
to do.”
One of the police officers who arrived on the scene to

record witness statements later nominated Olga
Muradov for the Edmonton Police Commissioner’s
2022 Citizen Award. She and eighteen other
exceptional Edmontonians were honoured in a
ceremony and awards gala on November 18th – an
auspicious number to be sure. “It was incredible, and
so humbling to be there,” she said. “I was able to attend
with my older son, and I was so grateful that he got be
exposed to so many incredible stories.  For a boy just
past bar mitzvah, this teaches so
many valuable lessons he will remember throughout
his life.”  
If there is a larger takeaway that she would like to

have result from this story, it would be to encourage
people to get certified in CPR. “The man’s wife and son
have now done their CPR training,” offered Muradov.
“It’s important because it can make all the difference.
I’m just grateful that I was there at that moment, and
I feel incredibly blessed that I was given the
opportunity to contribute in this way,” she concluded
meaningfully. Pikuach nefesh, the preservation of
human life is a great honour, but one that Olga
Muradov still recounts with modesty and grace. She
and the man she saved remain friends to this day.  

Regan Treewater-Lipes is a Local Journalism 
Initiative Reporter. 

Olga Muradov: A local hero

Olga Muradov was honoured to receive a 2022 Edmonton Police
Commissioner's Citizen Award. (Photo supplied)

Kathleen Jacob, LIT
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By Jenna Soroka 

The Coast-to-Coast Partnership2Gether (CTC-P2G)
program, formerly known as Partnership 2000, 
has dedicated 20+ years to building gesher chai
(living bridges) between Jewish communities around
the world and Israeli communities to help generate
innovative projects and meaningful connections.
Canadian communities that are part of the
Partnership include Edmonton, Calgary, Atlantic
Canada, Ottawa, Vancouver, and Winnipeg. These six
communities work as a system with five communities
in Israel, including Kiryat Shmona, Metulla, 
Yesod HaMa’ala, Upper Galilee, and Mevo’ot Hermon,
to enhance capacity building and relationships in 
the region.  
For Calgary Jewish Academy and Edmonton

Talmud Torah alumni, CTC-P2G brings up memories
of Israeli pen pals and an exchange trip to grow 
in-person connections with Israeli students. 
When looking at the full scope of the CTC-P2G
program though, its impact is truly astounding. 
In addition to these mifgashism (meetings), the
Partnership creates countless education initiatives
that support youth and educators as well as projects
that focus on leadership development, mental health,
artistic expression, innovations in agricultural
technology, relationship building, and more.
The Jewish Agency for Israel (JAFI), in partnership

with the Jewish Federations of North America (JFNA)
and Keren Hayesod (KH), outlines their vision for
CTC-P2G as creating a “global and united Jewish
people made up of a tapestry of strong, lively,
flourishing and interconnected Jewish individuals,
families and communities working together to 
enrich Jewish continuity, identity and cultural
understanding between Jews in Israel and their peers
around the world.”

This work is made possible through volunteer
chairpersons, staff, and lay people who are part of 
the Partnership joint steering committees and
subcommittees. Twice each year the Partnership meets
- once in Canada and once in Israel - to visit projects
they have funded, discuss future allocations, and
nurture connections. CEOs of the Edmonton and
Calgary Jewish Federations, Stacey Leavitt-Wright
and Adam Silver, recently came back from one of these
meetings in Israel which Stacey described as a” big
family reunion.” Erin Wright and Cathy Cole, Chairs
of the CTC-P2G program in Edmonton and Calgary
respectively, also attended this annual meeting.
Adam Silver explained that the Partnership’s

strength is derived from the people involved. “It’s about
building gesher chai between all the eleven
communities. There is room for community members
to get involved,” he said. It is the countless hours of
dedication from people, such as those mentioned above,
that helps fuel CTC-P2G and keeps a flame of
kindness, passion, and philanthropy burning brightly

in partnered communities around the globe. 
Tal Toubiana, who had the role of Israel Engagement

and Director of Security for the Jewish Federation of
Edmonton for a combined total of 12 years, was in
Israel at the time of the meetings. He was given a
special thank you for his support of the Partnership
over the years.  
Other attendees included Ambassador of Canada to

Israel, Lisa Stadelbauer in addition to representatives
from Jewish Federations across Canada.
The itinerary of the trip included visiting various

projects and learning about supported programs to see
their impact on the partnership and local communities,
hearing a security update by the IDF General Moshe
“Chico” Tamir, and listening to a briefing on the Israeli
elections by Yaron Deckel, JAFI Regional Director to
Canada. The three subcommittees of CTC-P2G, Gesher
Chai, Youth & Education, and Capacity Building, 
also met to discuss funding around projects like 
the Terry Fox Run and the STEAM (science,

The astounding
impact of Coast-
to-Coast P2G

Group shot: Stacey Leavitt-Wright CEO Federation of Edmonton, Steven Shulman Pres &
CEO Jewish Federations of Canada, Elaine Goldstine CEO Jewish Federation of Winnipeg,
Lisa Stadelbauer, Ambassador of Canada to Israel, Abby Flackman, Jewish Federation of
Winnipeg, Cathy Cole, Chair P2G Calgary, and Adam Silver CEO Calgary Jewish Federation.

Continued on page 16



poet of the Holocaust.” Cammy insightfully commented
at the beginning of his talk that studying this 
topic necessitates understanding the lives of 
European Jewry prior to the onslaught of the
Holocaust devastation.  
Professor Cammy began with an introduction to the

life of celebrated poet Abraham Sutzkever, followed by
an in-depth contextualization of his works, and an
examination of his lasting legacy. Sutzkever, born in
modern day Belarus, came of age and received his
education in Vilnius. He suffered unspeakable losses
at the hands of Nazi occupiers, survived the horrors of
the Vilna Ghetto and became a partisan living in
forest. He survived and was able to provide testimony
at the Nuremburg Trial against those who murdered
his infant son, mother, and extended family. It was the
writing that Sutzkever produced while in Moscow, and

its translation that Cammy is principally focussed on.
Regardless, anyone not previously familiar with the
writings of Abraham Sutzkever will certainly be
visiting their local library or place an online order
following this nuanced and gripping literary
investigation.
Jewish Studies Week at the Wirth Institute

continues to be a highlight of the Edmonton Jewish
community’s yearly activities. The engaging topics and
subject matter covered by Dr. Schmoll and Professor
Cammy were enlightening and provocative. Those who
missed Professor Cammy’s lecture can watch the
lecture online through the Wirth Institute’s YouTube
channel.  

Regan Treewater-Lipes is a Local 
Journalism Initiative Reporter.
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By David Sklar 

On November 10th, Ben M. Freeman, a Jewish
leader, thinker and educator sat down with Marnie
Bondar and Dahlia Libin at the Calgary Public 
Library to discuss Jewish pride, combatting 
Jew-hatred and re-centring holocaust awareness. 
The title of the event was, The Enemy From Within:
The Impact of Internalized Racism. 
Freeman, born in Glasgow, Scotland, is an

internationally renowned author, DEI specialist
(Diversity, Equity and inclusion) and founder of the
modern Jewish Pride Movement. 
He began the talk by referencing his childhood and

how growing up in a small Jewish community shaped
his outlook. “There was one Jewish elementary school
(but) no Jewish High School,” he explained. Despite
that, his parents instilled in him Jewish values. As a
gay man, growing up in the shadow of the AIDS
epidemic, and when it was still illegal to discuss
homosexuality in the UK, he felt shame and guilt. 
“I learned that LGBTQ+ people were not happy,
successful or whole. That is what I internalized (and)
these things stay with you. I eventually had to go on a
journey to not allow the wider world to tell me what it
meant to be gay.”
This form of self-discovery also converged with his

Judaism and Jewish expression. He always wanted to
be considered the palatable or “Good Jew” by the
outside world for fear of sticking out. “I used to say, I’m
Jewish but…(or) I’m a Zionist but,” he noted. 
What ultimately gave him strength was to reject how
non-Jews define Jews. “The wider world feels
comfortable telling us what we are…and we accept it.
We conform, but the world we are trying to live in (in
the West) was partially built in opposition to Jews.”
Freeman broke down Jewish self-hatred into the

three D’s: Diminishment, denial and deployment.
“Diminishment is making our Jewishness smaller. We

are told if we stand up for
ourselves, we are not for
universal values. So we
diminish ourselves and
it’s a survival technique
that never works out. We
deny our Jewishness
since we can easily reject
our faith today. And
finally, when Jews deploy
their faith as a weapon.
It’s not enough for Jews to
state, I’m an 
anti-Zionist. They have to
spend the rest of life
demonizing the rest of the Jewish community. Before,
the path of redemption was Christ. Today in a leftist
context it is the path of anti-Zionism. If I just disavow
Israel more intensely, if I conform more, then maybe I
will be saved.” 
Freeman reverted to his original point when asked

what the solution for internalized hatred both for 
Jews and non-Jews alike should be. “Pride,” he said.
“Pride is not a feeling of saying, I like myself. It is an
understanding of your basic integrity as a human
being. We are not victims. We are powerful resilient
survivors. I, as a Scottish Jew, am in Calgary
discussing Jewish identity. It’s a miracle. Even
holocaust education (should be filled) with pride.
People who were stolen in the holocaust are more than
that experience. They were Jews living lives before
that monstrosity. We need to build a defence system
from all the messages that are constantly bombarding
us.” And how can non-Jewish allies help? “Ask and
listen with humility,” was Freeman’s response. “You
might not understand, but continue to engage (with
us).”
People in attendance, both in person and online,

were able to ask pre-selected questions by the
moderators. From seeking advice on how to engage

with politicians regarding the rise of anti-Semitism 
to criticizing Israel, Freeman responded by making
sure Jews as a community were centred in any
conversation. Listen to us…(and) centre us in the
conver-sation. Israel is a country like any other. 
You should be able to criticize Israeli policy. I’m not
happy about it (the election). I’m not happy that there
are real homophobes in this administration but I do
not doubt Israel’s right to exist. Its right to exist is 
not rooted in our percep-tion of its morality. Even as
Jews, when one wants to criticize Israel, we have to do
so responsibly.”
Freeman is on a publicity tour promoting his second

book, Reclaiming our Story: The Pursuit of Jewish
pride. His third book, as part of a trilogy, will be
released in 2024 focusing on Jewish indigeneity.  
The event took place with support from The Isadore

and Florence Burstyn Memorial Fund for Human
Rights & Holocaust Education, KSW Calgary
Holocaust Education & Commemoration Endowment
Fund, Viewpoint Foundation and Human Rights and
Holocaust Education Fund at the Calgary Public
Library Foundation. 

David Sklar is a Local Journalism 
Initiative Reporter.

From Internalized Hatred
to Jewish Pride

Ben Freeman with CJF moderators Dahlia Libin and Marnie Bondar.
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(AJNews) – Chabad of
Edmonton will be hosting
their 31st Annual Candle
Lighting Ceremony in
honour of Chanukah (the
Festival of Lights) at the
Alberta Legislature, on
Sunday December 18th
at 4:30 PM. “This annual
event attracts hundreds of
people from a cross section
of the community,” said
Edmonton Chabad Rabbi
Ari Drelich. “At present we
already have confirmation

from The Lt. Governor Her Honour Salma Lakhani, as
well as the Speaker of the House Nathan Cooper and
the Deputy Premier Kaycee Madu who will be in
attendance amongst many other dignitaries.”
It is sure to be a wonderful event, added Rabbi Ari.

“This is the first time we will be back in the

Legislature Rotunda since the
beginning of the pandemic. 
The short indoor program 
will be followed by the out-
door lighting of Alberta’s
largest menorah at the South
Amphitheater (across from 
the Legislature) followed by
delicious donuts, latkes and 
a children’s program in the
pedway of the Legislature.”
As always, the event is open

to the general public, concluded
Rabbi Ari. “I look forward to
seeing you there.”
Jewish Federation of

Edmonton and National
Council of Jewish Women –
Edmonton Branch are also
helping with the event. 

Giant Menorah Lighting on
December 18
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Friends of Israel Canada (FOI) partnered with
CMDA on two very successful “Honour Israel Night”
events in support of Magen David Adom Israel (MDA).
On September 22, the first of the two events took place
in Winnipeg with a large crowd of Jewish and
Christian community members in attendance. It was
an uplifting evening filled with music and inspiring
words and there was even a special presentation where
Ami Bakerman of CMDA along with Andrew Voth and
John Plantz of FOI accepted a large cheque of $39,000
on behalf of CMDA. During the evening, one lady very
emotionally commented, “I am recording this on my
phone to send to Israel because they will never believe
something like this is happening!”
The following month, more than 300 people filled a

large community-hall for an epic “Honour Israel Night”

in Calgary. “This is our opportunity to bring the Jewish
and Christian communities together,” said Robert
Gottselig, Canadian Director of FOI, who traveled 
from Regina to Calgary for the special evening. 
Mr. Gottselig’s heartfelt message included an apology
to the Jewish community for wrongdoings in the past. 
It was very moving and brought Fanny Wedro, 95-year-
old Holocaust survivor and founder of the CMDA
Calgary chapter, to tears.
There were wonderful live performances, including

some original music by John and Irene Plantz who
made a special trip from Winnipeg for the celebration.
John and Irene were there because they coordinated a
fundraising campaign with FOI in Manitoba and
Winnipeg philanthropists Larry and Tova Vickar. 
The Vickars graciously donated $19,500 to CMDA
which was matched dollar-for-dollar by FOI for the
purchase of an Emergency Medi-Cycle.
With the substantial help of FOI in Alberta, CMDA

Western Region also raised funds to donate an
Emergency Medi-Cycle, which will soon be on its way
to Israel. “We’re so grateful to the wonderful people

from Friends of Israel for their friendship and support.
They are making a real difference,” said Sharon
Fraiman CMDA Western Region Director.
“This is what makes a night like this worthwhile,

everyone working together to ensure not only lives are
being saved but a message to people of Israel that they
are loved and supported from places as far away as
Canada. The Friends of Israel plans to do this again
for Israel’s 75 th birthday next year,” said John Plantz,
FOI Director of Field & Staff in Canada.
CMDA Western Region Paramedic Don Sharpe also

spoke about his experiences while serving with MDA
in Israel and the valuable lessons we can learn in
Alberta about emergency response. “It was a very
special and wonderful evening,” said CMDA Western
Director Sharon Fraiman who credits volunteers
including Larry Mitchell, Jeff Shaw, Haim and Josette
Fraiman, Itzik Likver and Robert Soto for making it so
successful. She also had a special thank-you to bakers
Caulin Shaw and Eleanor Mitchell for the wonderful
cakes and refreshments.

CMDA and FOI 
host special event

Rabbi Ari Drelich

On December 18 at 4:30 pm, Chabad of Edmonton will 
be hosting the Giant Menorah Candle Lighting Ceremony 
in honour of Chanukah at the Alberta Legislature. 
Everyone is welcome!
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“The price was right, recalls Marcus, “but the County
felt that they would lose too much in potential tax
revenues that would have been generated by
converting the land to acreages.”  
“We did an extensive search for land in the West End

and West of Edmonton,” adds Marcus.  
Land was available in Parkland County, notes

Dolman, but restrictions preventing burials near wells
proved problematic.
“To have established a 10 acre cemetery would 

have sterilized 160 acres around the 10 acres,” Dolman
told AJNews.
About a dozen years ago, Dolman—then treasurer of

the Chevra— and Jerry Cooper, then president, began
a detailed analysis. After three or four years, they
decided to focus their energies on future development
at 156 Street.
A catalyst toward action came shortly after when

Chevra representatives attended a Western Canadian
Cemetery Association Convention in Red Deer.
There, the provincial cemetery coordinator advised

the Chevra that with their current cemetery filling up,
they needed to rapidly “get their ducks in a row,”
recalls Marcus. 
It was estimated it would take at least 10 years of

work before they could reasonably expect the first
burial to take place in a new cemetery.
The Chevra engaged Marshall Hundert, a planning

and land-use consultant, to help them navigate
regulatory requirements and design the cemetery.
Hundert—who continues in the professional role of
project manager—helped Chevra leaders jump through
numerous hoops, among them environmental
assessments, water assessments and Alberta health
regulations. The Chevra even had to apply to the
Federal Department of National Defence to get a
release due to restricted airspace over the cemetery.
Who knew? Cemeteries attract large numbers of birds
that can interfere with aircraft.
According to Bill Dolman, the current Chevra

leadership is acting prudently by opening the new

cemetery in phases, thus not tying the hands of future
leaders.
Fencing around the new cemetery has been

completed, says Marcus, as have the design and
construction of roadways and sodding. The land has
been graded and cemetery gates will be installed in
the spring, prior to consecration.
In addition to the preparation of burial plots, future

development of the first phase will be carried out over
time, contingent upon fundraising. The initial
construction goal was $3 million. The society remains
just under $1million short of that target, Marcus says.
On the wish list is the construction of an onsite

chapel and a maintenance shop; but for the foreseeable
future the Chesed Shel Emet on 105 Avenue will
remain the Chevra’s nerve centre. Potential future
sale of the urban site—which has housed Tahara,
chapel and administrative facilities since the building
was opened in 1963—would go a long way toward the
construction of state-of-the-art facilities at the new
cemetery, Dolman says.
With an LRT station currently under construction

approximately 100 metres away from the Chesed Shel
Emet, Dolman believes that sooner or later a generous
offer will be forthcoming, but new facilities on 156
Street will require additional fundraising, Marcus
adds.
While crucial, charitable donations are not the only

way to support the work of Chevra Kadisha. The
beating heart of the organization is its members, the
volunteers who currently number approximately 60. Of
those, many have “aged out” of active participation,
leaving massive responsibilities in the hands of the few.
“It’s a calling to be an active volunteer,” says Rhoda

Friedman. You need to feel ready to join, and not
everyone is. It takes thought to receive the calling.
People know when they are ready.”
But the work of Chevra Kadisha has traditionally

been carried out quietly, which has limited the ability
to make the Jewish community-at-large aware of just
what that calling entails.
“This is the first year we have made it public that we

are looking for people,” says Friedman. “It has a lot to
do with building the new cemetery and the profile that
that has created.”
Chevra Kadisha membership runs the gamut of

Orthodox, Conservative,
Reform and unaffiliated.
Some volunteers join the
men’s and women’s Tahara
teams. Other roles include
sewing the tachrichim
(shrouds) that resemble
the clothing of the priests
during temple times. Some
volunteers are heavily
invested in the various
governance and fiduciary
tasks. Currently active
committees include the
new cemetery committee

and a marketing committee.
The monumental task of developing and supporting

the new cemetery, while at the same time honouring
the deceased and comforting the bereaved, requires
broad support from Jewish Edmontonians, says
Friedman.
While community members are emotionally

attached to their original cemetery, Friedman wants
everyone to know that the Chevra is working hard to
once again create a burial site that exudes comfort,
solace and the loving embrace of Edmonton’s tightly-
knit Jewish community. 
“A great deal of thought went into planning the

cemetery. We are trying to create the same thing in the
new cemetery with seating, gardens and pergolas.
People can come out and think and meditate. It’s the
ambience created in the old cemetery and the one we
hope to create in the new one,” Friedman says.
“We hope [community members] will be as invested

in the new cemetery as they are in the old one.”
After all, it takes a shtetl.

Did you know?
It is a tradition (though not a Jewish law) for Jews

to be buried facing Jerusalem so that when Mashiach
comes and the resurrection takes place, the feet of the
deceased will be oriented in the right direction to begin
the journey home.  
For reasons that have been lost to the historic record,

the graves at the 101 Street cemetery face south rather
than east. Graves at the new cemetery will face east,
says Chevra Kadisha President Rhoda Friedman.
To make your tax deductible charitable contribution

to the Chevra Kadisha, community members can
contact Treasurer Jeff Rubin by calling 780-909-3065
or make online donations at canadahelps.org/en/
charities/edmonton-chevra-kadisha/. To explore the
possibility of becoming a Chevra volunteer, please
contact David Marcus at the above-listed number, or
speak to any of the Chevra leadership cited in this
article. For more information about the Chevra, go to
edmontonjewishcemetery.ca. 

Maxine Fischbein is a Local Journalism 
Initiative Reporter. 

Chevra Kadisha
Cont. from page 5

Happy Chanukah 
from Edmonton Chevra Kadisha

To make a donation: call (780) 482-3065 or online at 

canadahelps.org/en/charities/edmonton-chevra-kadisha

Thank you for your donation 
to the new 

Edmonton Jewish Cemetery. 

If you haven't made your donation yet,
please note that the 2022 tax year 

is coming to a close but there is still 
time for this year's tax receipt. 
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The Jewish Federation of Edmonton has been an
active participant with PJ Library for several years,
holding numerous programs and activities for 
young families throughout the year. On December 11,
PJ Library in Edmonton is holding a Pre-Chanukah
Party at the Lessard Community Hall with special
guest children’s author Debby Waldman. Parents and
their children up to 8 years old are sure to enjoy the
Chanukah themed crafts, games, snacks, stories and 
a sing-along. 
PJ Library is hard at work year-round, finding the

best books, beautiful illustrations, compelling stories
and values to share with your children. They exemplify
the best of Jewish children's literature. 
The PJ Library Book Selection committee is devoted

to making book choices that represent the broad
spectrum of today's Jewish families. Working with
authors, agents, publishers, and editors, the committee
strives to ensure that the finest Jewish books for
children find their way each month into the mailboxes
of all PJ Library families.
Many of the PJ selected books have won prestigious

awards, including the Caldecott Medal and the Sydney
Taylor Book Award. Several have been named as
finalists for the National Jewish Book Award.
Because PJ Library's Book Selection Committee is

always on the prowl for new books, they were delighted
to stumble across a non-illustrated version of
“Hanukkah in Alaska,” which was tucked into an
anthology of Hanukkah stories edited by Eric Kimmel.
At PJ Library's request, Macmillan's Children's
Publishing Group, the original publisher of Kimmel's
A Hanukkah Treasury (1988), enthusiastically agreed
to create a stand-alone picture book of Barbara
Brown's delightful tale.
This lovely story gives families an intimate, up-close

look at winter in Alaska. Stacy Schuett's gently
glowing illustrations combined with Brown's
humorous, matter-of-fact text paint a vivid portrait of
what happens when a marauding moose takes up
residency in a family's snowy back yard, threatening
to destroy the young narrator's swing set and ruin 
her Hanukkah. When the girl's father takes her
outside to spy the aurora borealis, her Hanukkah blues
instantly dissipate.
Inspired by the miraculous, rainbow-colored lights

that remind the girl of melting Hanukkah candles, 
she, at long last, figures out a way to lure the moose
out of her back yard. (Spoiler alert: Her solution
involves latkes.) In addition to conveying fascinating
information about Alaska, the Northern lights, 
and Hanukkah traditions, this story introduces
readers to the idea that miracles, both large and 
small, “can happen in many different ways,” perhaps

inspiring families to
reflect on the many
miracles that fill their
own lives. 
Another new offer-

ing, Rebeka Simhaee’s
Sara Finds a Mitzva
offers a beautifully
told lesson on the
Jewish value of
returning lost objects.
When Sara finds a toy
duck, she’s tempted to
keep it - until her
bubby explains that
returning a lost object
to its owner is a mitzvah, which literally
means “commandment” in Hebrew but is
often understood to mean a good deed.
The PJ Library Book Selection

Committee admired the clever way in which
Sara and her bubby follow clues to find the
duck’s owner, taking the reader on a
journey and teaching along the way. 
But what they loved most about this book
was its ability to appeal to a wide variety of
audiences. Michael Weber’s detailed
crosshatch illustrations invite readers to
stroll through a bustling inner-city Jewish
neighborhood. Readers who have never
visited an Orthodox neighborhood will
enjoy the bird’s-eye view of the Orthodox
experience, while readers who live in
communities like Sara’s will appreciate the
book’s thoughtful depiction of their
everyday lives. All children will be able to
empathize with Sara’s desire to keep her
newly found treasure, as well as the
satisfaction that comes from returning a
lost object to its owner. 
Celebrate Hanukkah with PJ Library by

visiting their Hanukkah Hub that has 
been designed to help families get ready 
for the Festival of Lights. This year they 
are delighted to share Hanukkah activites
featuring some special guests – the
characters from ‘Who Stole Hanukkah?’ 
For information, visit pjlibrary.org. 
This year, Hanukkah begins in the

evening on Sunday, December 18, 2022 and
ends in the evening on Monday, December
26, 2022. Be sure to join the fun!

New children’s books 
for Chanukah 

A fast, full service, friendly & convenient 
registry centre.

Oliver Square • 11648 104 Ave 

PH 780.408.2000
www.osreg.ca

Licensing, Registrations & Renewals

All classes of written & road tests

Drivers’ Abstracts

Name Searches & NuANS

Commissioners for Oath

Corporate Registrations & Searches

Vital Statistics Certificates & Registrations

Personal Property Lien Searches & Registrations

And many other services for 
Public & Professional

“Licensed to please.”

The PJ Library aprons help make it extra special!

Making latkes with Auntie

http://www.osreg.ca
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technology, engineering, arts and mathematics)
multidisciplinary learning program for elementary and
junior high schools. 
During the height of Covid, the CTC-P2G joint

steering committee and subcommittees committed to
providing funds to a youth mental health centre in
Israel whose crisis response team was overrun. 
This allowed for hiring a clinical psychiatrist and
dietitians, updating the clinic, and making a huge
impact on their waiting list to help many families This
was one of the many projects the group visited while
in Israel. Stacey shared that “it was such a wonderful
experience and feeling knowing that we were able to
make this happen and make such an impact.” 
Adam expressed how many other partnerships

between Israel and North America stalled during
Covid. “We’ve had significant virtual mifgashim
around chagim (holidays) and education with
sometimes over 100 people jumping on the call.” It is
this commitment from all parties that maintains these
important connections which facilitate and initiate
important projects such as the one mentioned above.  
Volunteering and fundraising through UJA

campaigns, the Edmonton Jewish Film Festival,
directed donations to Calgary Jewish Federation for
Israel projects, as well as support from the Jewish
Community Foundation of Calgary are various ways
people and organizations can contribute to CTC-P2G’s
continued initiatives and programming. 
You can also take advantage of the program by

reaching out to the Jewish Federation. They can help
connect you with the necessary people to enhance 
your experiences and time in Israel. “If people are
planning a trip to Israel, I can without a doubt tell you
that they will be warmly welcomed into the region, and
we are very happy to make that connection for them,”
Stacey commented. 
Cathy Cole, who has been intimately involved with

the program for 8+ years as chairperson of the Calgary
Jewish Federation CTC-P2G, added that if anyone is
planning a visit to Israel, they should definitely visit
up north and take in the amazing projects they have
been involved in to understand the impact these
projects are having in the communities. “I always tell
people, ‘You get a big bang for your buck’ up there.” 
CTC-P2G is a unique program, and you can feel the

pride of everyone who is involved. Adam, Stacey, and
Cathy all emphasized that true, authentic partnership
is at the program’s core. From regional to local 
levels, CTC-P2G’s scope and commitment ensures
communities in the partnered regions receive support
that makes a significant difference. Through
opportunities to become directly involved with projects
and initiatives, ideas are shared to build Jewish
identity and thriving communities. If the program feels
like a good fit for you, don’t hesitate to contact Adam
Silver (asilver@jewishcalgary.org) or Stacey Leavitt-
Wright (ceo@edjfed.org) to speak with them about
getting involved. 

Jenna Soroka is a Local Journalism 
Initiative Reporter. 

P2G Cont. from page 11

We are a professional, caring team which provides quality, 
individualized care for your whole family. We are always 
accepting new patients, and are dedicated to creating 
generations of healthy, beautiful smiles.

Our best wishes 
for a Happy and Healthy Chanukah

Dr. Brian Banks, Dr. Yolande Desrosiers & Associates

6851 170st. NW, Edmonton, AB, T5T 4W5 • 780 444 6133 • wolfwillowdental.com

Wolf Willow Dental @wolfwillowdental

By Rabbi Guy Tal 

The reasons for cele-
brating Chanukah are
very well known. On
these days we commem-
orate the astonishing
victory of the Maccabees
over the Seleucid Empire
as described in the books
of Maccabees, and the
miracle of the jar of oil, as
described in the Talmud
(Shabbat 21b).
Interestingly, in

another place the Talmud associates these occurrences
with a natural phenomenon: “The Sages taught: When
Adam, the first man, saw that the day was
progressively diminishing, (as the days become shorter
from the autumnal equinox until the winter solstice,
he did not yet know that this is a normal phenomenon,
and therefore he) said: Woe is me; perhaps because I
sinned the world is becoming dark around me and will

return to chaos and disorder. And this is the death that
was sentenced upon me from Heaven. He arose and
spent eight days in fasting and in prayer.
“Once he saw the season of Tevet and saw that the

day was progressively lengthening, he said: this is the
order of the world. He went and observed a festival for
eight days. Upon the next year, he observed both: these
(the eight days on which he had fasted on the previous
year), and these (the eight days of his celebration) as
days of festivities. He established these festivals for the
sake of Heaven, but they, established them for the sake
of idol worship (Avoda Zara 8).”
The Talmud alludes to an ancient holiday celebrated

by the gentiles around the date of 21st of December,
the shortest day of the year, when the days begin to
lengthen. However, the relationship between this
ancient forgotten holiday and Chanukah is notable.
Not only the number of days is consistent (eight days
of Chanukah, and eight days of the Holiday of Adam),
as well as the time of year – around the end of
December, but also the idea of the light growing bigger
and the salvation that it brings with it. We can say that
the holiday of Chanukah, except of the memory of the
historical events of the Hasmonean period, is also a
“tikkun” – a correction – of that pagan holiday to help
us to celebrate correctly and in a holy way this natural
phenomenon.
Additionally, we can see the parallel between the

idea of Chanukah and this Talmudic legend: In the

midrash the first man faces a crisis, a fall, apparently,
as a result of his sin. The light gradually disappears,
and he thinks that the end of the world is coming. In
the same way, Am Yisrael, also committed sins and was
punished, losing our independence. Our power and
greatness gradually disappeared, and we lost our
identity beneath the powerful tide of Hellenization.
The Jewish people forgot their roots, their values and
their tradition and it looked like the world had gone
back to the days before “matan torah” – the giving of
the Torah – to a spiritual chaos.
But in that precise moment, when everything seems

lost, and that we are in the last moments of a total
collapse, the momentum is reversed. Suddenly, a small
light appears and reminds us that we still have hope
and after any crisis there will be recovery and growth.
That is why in the middle of the winter, in the days of
the greatest darkness and cold we celebrate the
holiday of light, hope and faith. This hope has never
left the people of Israel even in the darkest times in
our history. In the ghettos, the pogroms, the Crusades,
the Inquisition and all the other persecutions we
suffered, there has always appeared this small light of
hope to remind us that after the darkest moment the
light always starts to shine again.

Rabbi Guy Tal is the spiritual leader 
of Beth IsraelCongregation in Edmonton. 

Chanukah: The
holiday of hope

Rabbi Guy Tal

mailto:asilver@jewishcalgary.org
mailto:ceo@edjfed.org
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By Jay Deitcher

(JTA) — “Arthur’s Perfect Christmas,” the 2000 TV
movie, begins with Arthur sitting at the piano in his
jammies singing about how this Christmas is going to
be magical — the best one yet. It’s clear what holiday
is center stage in Arthur’s world. 
But it’s the B plot about the show’s Jewish character

Francine that speaks to a legitimate Jewish experience
— truer than any current kids’ Hanukkah specials on
TV. Francine’s best friend, Muffy, refuses to accept that
Francine can’t attend her Christmas party. Francine
tells Muffy 28 times, literally 28 times, that it’s on the
same night as her family’s Hanukkah party, but Muffy
ignores her, buying her a Christmas gift.
Muffy storms from her party to scream at Francine

through the phone.
“But you can see your family any old day,” she says.

“Besides, it’s not like Hanukkah is as important as
Christmas.”
Before my kids were born, I shrugged when people

complained about how suffocating Christmas was. I
thought they should just get over it: We live in a
Christian world. But this year, I realized the influence
that television would wield over holidays when my 2
1/2-year-old son Avishai became obsessed with
costumes because Mickey Mouse loves Halloween.
Suddenly I realized Christmas was racing toward us
with a ho, ho, ho.
The problem isn’t the lack of Hanukkah

programming — it’s the programming itself.
Hanukkah specials feature guest characters educating
the stars and non-Jewish audience about menorahs
and dreidels. Christmas specials feature stars getting
presents and chillin’ with Santa and reindeer. Joy! 
Avishai’s favorite channel is Disney Junior. Three of

the past four years, the main show to tackle Hanukkah
has been “Puppy Dog Pals,” which juxtaposed
segments of Christmas jolliness and Hanukkah blah
back to back. On Christmas segments, Bingo and Rolly
zip off on adventures with elves. The stories never
explain why gold shoots out the backs of sleighs, the
magic just is, so it’s straight into the fun: making and
searching for toys. Meanwhile, on their first Hanukkah
segment, “The Latke Kerfuffle,” the pups hunt for eggs
and potatoes for latkes, which they find out are 
“those potato pancakes… a special Hanukkah food.”
Their Jewish neighbors appear only to explain
everything to them. They are barely characters, so you
have no reason to invest in them. 

On the second “Puppy Dog Pals”
Hanukkah half-an-episode, “The
Dreidel Dilemma,” the pups search for
a dreidel, which they learn is a
“spinny top toy that families play with
during the holiday of Hanukkah.” This
year’s segment, “Nine Lights Tonight!”
is about the pups being called upon by
Mrs. Claus — yes, that Mrs. Claus —
to save Hanukkah. You see, Mrs. Claus
has a best friend named Miriam, who
we barely meet, and she needs bulbs
for her hanukkiyah. The pups team
with Randy the reindeer in training,
searching for bulbs in a flying sled. 
Elsewhere in the Disney Junior

universe, last year, “Elena of Avalor”
did slightly better with its episode
“Festival of Lights.” Unlike “Puppy
Dog Pals,” the Elena episode portrays
Hanukkah as cool, featuring delicious
food and tons of gold stuff. Plus,
Princess Rebecca of Galonia has an amazing tiara that
seconds as a crowbar.
The episode introduces the royal family of Galonia,

who halt the plot to teach Elena and her family about
menorahs and gelt. These are all Latin American
characters, but the episode shows only a couple
cultural similarities. Instead, the Galonians act as tour
guides through the foreign Jewish world. There’s an
emphasis on the Galonians’ language, with Elena and
her family confused by their weird Yiddish words.
While it’s true that many Latin American Jews are
Ashkenazim, the constant definitions emphasized the
culture gap between the Galonians and Avalorans. 
To find decent Hanukkah programming you need to

search. So my family is making our own playlist,
watching Jewish characters worth investing in. 
They may feel alien within the greater culture, but
they aren’t portrayed as aliens. They don’t lecture
because they are also figuring things out. Each episode
is an adventure my kids love. It’s not available on
current channels, so your kids’ non-Jewish friends
won’t be in tune with it. Good programming features
Jewish protagonists. It isn’t aimed at non-Jewish
audiences. It portrays Jewish life, uncensored. 
The best blueprint is “A Rugrats Hanukkah,” which

debuted in 1996. It features the Rugrats crew finding
the “meanie” of Hanukkah at the Pickles family’s
temple. The temple’s Hanukkah party resembles every
temple Hanukkah party I’ve attended, with multiple

activity tables and a play starring people named Boris
and Shlomo, who can’t stand each other. Jewish
characters butcher aspects of Judaism, babies wonder
what’s going on, everyone kvetches, all to traditional
tunes. Chuckie’s dad, the inquisitive non-Jewish
character, wonders, “What’s a Shlomo?” 
Another household fave is “Shalom Sesame

Hanukkah: The Missing Menorah,” released in 2010,
featuring Grover, The Count, Baby Bear and Israeli
children visiting Israel landmarks, practicing Hebrew
and making olive oil. 
“The Hanukkah Shaboom! Special” by BimBam, 

a defunct YouTube channel that used “digital
storytelling to spark connections to Judaism,” 
is a recent gem. The main characters, the Plony 
family, attempt to impress their non-Jewish guests, 
the Baloneys, by making Hanukkah seem cool. 
Like “Rugrats,” it features traditional songs. 
With animation clearly inspired by “The Fairly
OddParents,” characters come from diverse racial
backgrounds, resembling my own household (I’m
Ashkenazi and my wife is Nigerian and Jamaican).
Unlike Elana’s attempt at showing the diversity of
Jewish and Latin American communities while having
the Jewish characters explain themselves, the
“Shaboom! Special” normalizes diversity within the
Jewish community as something that simply exists, no
explanation needed. 

Good Hanukkah shows and movies for kids are hard to
find — but these few were worth the search

Wishing family 
& friends a joyful, 

illuminating Chanukah

from
Michele & 
Josh Miller 
and family

Continued on page 18
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By Ron Kampeas

(JTA) — Abe Foxman, the past Anti-Defamation
League leader who long has said that nothing could
separate him from support for Israel, now says the
leaders of an extreme party could do the trick if they
get their way in coalition talks with incoming Prime
Minister Benjamin Netanyahu.
“I never thought that I would reach that point where

I would say that my support of Israel is conditional,”
Foxman said in an interview published Dec. 2 by 
The Jerusalem Post. “I’ve always said that [my support
of Israel] is unconditional, but it’s conditional. I don’t
think that it’s a horrific condition to say: ‘I love Israel
and I want to love Israel as a Jewish and democratic
state that respects pluralism.’”
“If Israel ceases to be an open democracy, I won’t be

able to support it,” he said.
Foxman said his outlook reflected that of the larger

Jewish community — but added that he was optimistic
Netanyahu would not let the leaders of Otzma Yehudit,
the extremist party assuming a role in the incoming
government, make drastic changes.
“I think he’s sensitive and smart enough to listen, to

see the very serious concerns that [American Jews]
have,” said Foxman, who retired from the ADL in 2015,
50 years after first joining the organization.
He pointed to an interview Netanyahu had recently

with Bari Weiss, the opinion journalist, in which 
the incoming prime minister said he would not 
allow the excesses counseled by extremist party
leaders including Bezalel Smotrich, Itamar Ben-Gvir
and Avi Maoz.
But Netanyahu has struck a deal with Ben-Gvir to

give him authority over the country’s police and 
has made Maoz, the leader of the homophobic party
Noam, a new role overseeing “National-Jewish

identity,” while he is reportedly nearing
an agreement to make Smotrich
finance minister. The men have said
they want to expel disloyal Arabs from
Israel, ban LGBTQ pride parades and
roll back rights for non-Orthodox Jews.
Already, Netanyahu has reportedly

agreed to back legislation that would
stop recognizing non-Orthodox conver-
sions. The men also agree on a vision to
limit the power of Israel’s judiciary.
Netanyahu told Weiss that people

alarmed by such demands should not
be so worried.
“This Israel is not going to be

governed by Talmudic law,” Netanyahu
said. “We’re not going to ban LGBT
forums. As you know, my view on that
is sharply different, to put it mildly.
We’re going to remain a country of
laws.”
Foxman’s concerns, he told the Jewish Telegraphic

Agency in a separate interview, are with proposals by
the extremists to politicize the judiciary, to loosen
open-fire regulations, to end recognition of non-
Orthodox conversions to Judaism and to ban open
LGBTQ events.
“It’s not one thing. It’s a whole package of things,

which is bringing us back to the Middle Ages,” Foxman
told JTA. “So it’s undermining democracy in terms of
the legal system. It’s cutting back on human or equal
rights for all whether it’s LGBT or whether it’s a it’s
the Conservative movement, or the Reform movement
that have strides in Israel.”
Foxman, 82, is still called on to pronounce on Jewish

matters. A Holocaust survivor, he is on the board of the
U.S. Holocaust Memorial Museum. His remarks are

notable in part because he was of a generation,
together with Malcolm Hoenlein, the executive vice
president of the Conference of Presidents of Major
American Jewish Organizations, and David Harris,
who just retired as American Jewish Committee CEO,
who said their top priority was keeping private
differences between Israel and the U.S. Jewish
community, and between Israel and the United States.
Open criticism was the taboo.
That won’t hold if Netanyahu gives in to the

demands of Otzma Yehudit, Foxman told the
Jerusalem Post.
“If Bibi changes the nature of democracy in Israel,

he will change the nature of Israel’s support in the
U.S., certainly the American Jewish community,
probably the general community and the U.S.
government if it continues to be center-left,” he said.

Abe Foxman warns about giving
Smotrich and Ben-Gvir power

At the end of “Arthur’s Perfect Christmas,” most
everyone is disappointed. Christmas didn’t live up to
Arthur’s expectations. 
The self-proclaimed “Princess of Christmas” Muffy

received 37 gifts, but has no one to brag to because she
and Francine are no longer friends. Muffy realizes it’s
all her fault. On Christmas Day, her family appears at
Francine’s door bearing ham, which Francine’s dad
dubiously accepts, saying “uh, thanks.” 
“I’m sorry I didn’t listen to you,” Muffy says, followed

by the buts.  
“Come with me,” Francine says, grabbing her friend

by her wrist and pulling her to a menorah that her
great-grandmother brought from Poland. She explains
that once a year her family gathers for a potluck,
lighting the candles and placing the menorah in the

window for the world to see. 
“Do you understand why that’s really important to

me?” Francine asks her friend.
Muffy pauses and blinks.
“I’m sorry. I should have listened to you,” she says

and puts her hand on Francine’s shoulder. 
The views and opinions expressed in this article are

those of the author and do not necessarily reflect the
views of JTA or its parent company, 70 Faces Media.

Good Hanukkah shows
Cont. from page 17

Fresh Challah
available every 

Thursday, Friday, 
Saturday & Sunday! 

Visit your local baker at

Wishing you a happy Chanukah!

COBS Callingwood
6655 - 178 Street Northwest, Edmonton

Open until 7 P.M.

Chanukah came early at Bliss Baked Goods. 
Their world renowned sufganiot and latkes are 
available now! Call (780) 453-0101 to order. 

Sufganiyot are Bliss!
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Wishing you and 
your family a healthy 

and Happy Chanukah!

Happy Chanukah to the Jewish Community

14904 50 Street NW, Edmonton, Alberta T5A 5H7   780-414-0714

MLA Edmonton Manning

Official Opposition Critic for Agriculture, Forestry, 
and Rural Economic Development 

Heather Sweet

This month's update from Edmonton Talmud Torah School 

With funding and 
assistance from TT School
Council, grade 6 students
planted winter greenery as
part of their science unit 
on trees and plants.  
Luckily, they planted just
before the deep freeze.

Next Print Date: 
January 18, 2023

Next Deadline:
January 13, 2023

ALBERTA

May this Festival of Lights 
be a a beacon for blessings upon

you and all your loved ones 
for happiness & health

from
Daniel Starkman 

agent/broker

STARKMAN REALTY LTD.

P 780.863.0778
F 780.453.3567

#7, 11641a Jasper avenue
edmonton, ab  t5M 0M9

www.starkmanrealty.com

an independent broker member

http://www.starkmanrealty.com
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Wishing family & friends all the 
best this Chanukah from Jess, 

Kyle and Oliver Hogan-Huberman

Chag Sameach 
- Happy Chanukah!

from Krista, Robert, Aliya 
and Daniel Brick

from Melissa, Leor, Zoe 
and Jamie Benjamin

Happy Chanukah 
to the entire community

from Capt. Baruch Austreicher
and Rivka Simcha Delouya

Happy Chanukah to 
the entire community

from 
the Bass-Haines Family

Wishing family & friends 
all the best this Chanukah
from Cara, Farrel, Grace 

& Wyatt Greenspan

Happy Chanukah 
to the entire community
from Rachel, Benji, Matan 

and Aliza Edelman

Wishing everyone a Chanukah 
filled with love & laughter

from Anita Sky and Howard Davidow

Wishing family & friends
all the best this Chanukah
from Brittany, Ben, Bria 

and Blake Feldman

Happy Chanukah
from Kelly, Mitchell, Talia
and Charlotte Goldford 

from Nik, Dan, Zoya
and Dally Belostotsky

Chag Sameach -

Happy Chanukah 

from Judi Card

Happy Chanukah. May it be filled 

mit a plats Mazel, Gezunt aon Glick!

from 
Marilyn, Murray

and 
Seth Glick

Wishing family & friends 
a joyful and illuminating Chanukah

from
Rebecca & Shane

Asbell 
and family

Wishing everyone a Chanukah filled
with love, light, health and laughter

from
Arlein Hoffman 
Chetner & family

Wishing the entire community a 

Happy, Healthy Chanukah. Chag Sameach

from Gabe 
& Sonia Goldberg
and family

from Shulamit Gil 
and Keith Dannacker

from Darlene & Gordon Bushewsky 
and family

from Leeor, Ohad, Noa 
and Shai Eliyahu

Happy Chanukah to the entire community 

from Mira, Gary, Noah,

Nathan and Leah Campbell

Wishing family & friends
all the best this Chanukah!

from Larry Fliegel

from
Jason, Mille Bean
and Lala Eidelman

from the Goldsand Family

from Forrest,

Anna, Adina, 

and Naomi

Wishing family & friends 

all the best this Chanukah

from Ida & Ari Agromin

from the
Ghermezian

Family

Chag Sameach! 
Let the light shine this Chanukah

and everyday this year!

Chag Sameach - Happy Chanukah

from Sharon Bookhalter 
& Jerry Glasser
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Happy Chanukah
from Mindy Jacobs 

and Eoin Kenny

Happy Chanukah

from Sherry & 

Alfred Muscat

Chag Sameah - Happy Chanukah
from Cantor David M. Mannes,

Dr. Sandra Ghitter-Mannes & family

Happy Chanukah 
from Gail & Kevin Milner 

and family

Happy Chanukah 
from Susan & Bruce Mintz

Happy Chanukah

from Violet, Maxime, Sara 
and Mario Morin

Chag Sameach - Happy Chanukah

from Gary and Shari McNeil
and family 

Chag Sameach - Happy Chanukah
from Jen, Jackson 

and Joshua

Happy Chanukah 
from 

Carol & Ron Ritch

Happy Chanukah 
to the entire commmunity

from Rosemary &Stan Kitay

from Aubrey and Draytin Rogerville

Chag Sameach 
- Happy Chanukah!
from the Phillets

Happy Chanukah to the
entire community from 

Kim and Bert

Happy Chanukah to the
entire community from 

Sarah and Josh Raizman

Wishing family & friends
all the best this Chanukah from 
Ella Paull and Micah Paull

from Mona & Dan Rosenberg
and family

Chag Sameach to everyone
from 

Colleen and Mike Paull

from 

the Lerner

Families

Wishing family & friends

all the best this Chanukah

Chag Sameach - Happy Chanukah

from Lèah, Dylan, Carter,

Ayla and Arielle Muscat

Wishing family & friends
all the best this Chanukah
from Jen, Colin, Asher 

and Nooni Muscat

Chag Sameach to everyone
from

Valda Levin

from 
Boaz Leven

Wishing family & friends 
all the best this Chanukah!

from Yuliya, Alexey, Zachary 
and Elizabeth Massarsky

from 
The Ovics Family: 
Yossi & Vicky, 

Anat, Brian, Noah,
Eva & Maya. 

Ori, Max & Zac

Wishing everyone a Chanukah 
filled with love & laughter

from Francie & Jon Nobleman & family

Wishing everyone a Chanukah 
filled with love, health & laughter

from Robin & Dave Marcus

Wishing family & friends
all the best this Chanukah

from Renee & Errol Raff 
and family

Wishing family & friends
all the best this Chanukah

from Jeannette Hoffman
and family

Happy Chanukah 
to the entire community

from Samuel Koplowicz

Happy Chanukah to the entire community 

from Regan, Dmitriy, Benji, 

Jacob and Tamara Lipes

Happy Chanukah to the entire community 

from Olga, Michael, Aaron

and Joshua Muradov

Chag Sameach - Happy
Chanukah from Nikki,

Naomi, Jared and Stephanie

Chag Sameach 

- Happy Chanukah

from 

Megan, Gabriel, Daniella, 

Elliana & Nes Mandel 

Happy Chanukah 
to the entire community
from Karen Leibovici 

and Steve Zepp

from Lena 
& Victor Linetsky 

and family

Best wishes to everyone 
for a Chanukah filled with good health,

peace, & happiness

from Jamie, Jonah
and Ben Mozeson

Chag Sameah! 
Let the light shine this Chanukah 

and everyday this year!

from 
Tulane Rollingher

and family

Wishing family & friends all the 

best this Chanukah! from 

Kathleen Coutts & Adam Paull
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Wishing the community 
a very happy Chanukah

from Gaylene Soifer and Jeff Rubin
and the entire family!

from Natalie & Ken Soroka

Chag Sameach - Happy Chanukah!

from Jane & Hersh Sobel 
and family

Chag Sameach - Happy Chanukah

from 

Debbie and Howie Sniderman
and family

from 
Dalia, Allan,
Tammy and 
Mark Wolinsky

Wishing everyone a Chanukah filled 
with love, light, health and laughter

from 
Stacey, Erin, 
Jordyn, Abby, 
and Zoey Wright

May your Chanukah 
be joyful and illuminating

Wishing the community 
a very happy Chanukah

from Jodi, Michael and 

Rebecca Zabludowski

from Faren, Ari, Noam 
and Maya Sniderman

Wishing family & friends a
happy, healhty Chanukah

from Reisa & Murray Scheckter

Happy Chanukah!

from Lisa Redmond, Ron Sorokin,
Jaime and Jack

Happy Chanukah 
to the entire community

from Debby and Marshall Shoctor

Wishing family and friends 
all the best this Chanukah

from Sue & Alvin Winestock

Happy Chanukah to the 
entire community from

Karen, Michael, Eviva, Ezra
and Maeva Sadovnick

Happy Chanukah 
to the entire 

community from 
the Steiner Family

Happy Chanukah 
to the entire community 

from

Connie & Danny Zalmanowitz 

and family

Happy Chanukah 
from

Francie Ratner

and Mark Dolgoy

from Riva & Howard Shein

and family

Happy Chanukah 
to the entire community

from 
Howard & Esther

Starkman and family

Happy Chanukah 
to the entire community

from 
Dr. Sam 

& Eva Weisz

Chag Sameach 
Happy Chanukah

from 
Sophie, Milana,

Andrea 
& Ruslan

Chag Sameach - 
Happy Chanukah!

from Esther Sklofsky

Happy Chanukah

from Boris & Teresa Sukalsky

Wishing family & friends 
a Happy Chanukah

from Beverly & Stephen Shafran

from Jane & Randy Soifer
and family

Wishing family and friends a joyful 
and illuminating Chanukah

from The Rebohs

Wishing family &friends
all the best this Chanukah

from Anna & Jasen Reboh

Chag Sameach 
- Happy Chanukah

from Greg, Nomi and Maya

Happy Chanukah

from Karen and Clyde

Happy Chanukah 
from 

Reeva Parker & family

from 
the Zwaigenbaum

Family

Wishing everyone a Chanukah filled
with love, health & laughter

from Hal Zalmanowitz

Thank you to everyone who

participated with a 

Chanukah greeting this month.

We appreciate you! 

Happy Chanukah 

and be well!
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Happy Chanukah! 

Hon. Kaycee Madu, KC, ECA

MLA for Edmonton - South West 
Deputy Premier and 
Minister of Skilled Trades and Professions 

Constituency Office
5160 Windermere Boulevard
Edmonton, AB T6W 0L9
780.415.8692
Edmonton.SouthWest@assembly.ab.ca

Best wishes to the 

Edmonton Jewish Community 

for a Chanukah filled with love, 

happiness, good health, peace and security.

Chabad of edmonton
invites you to join us for our 31st annual

publiC menorah lighTing
Sunday, December 18

4:30 - 5:30 p.m.

at the alberta legislature

Free park and ride

pick up at beth israel 3:45 p.m.

pick up at beth Shalom 4:00 p.m.

return 6:45 p.m.

her honorable lt. governor 

Salma lakhani amongst other 

dignitaries in attendance.

For more information

780-993-1818

chabad@shaw.ca

chabadedmonton.org

Sponsored in part by the Jewish 

Federation of edmonton and the nCJW

Children’s program,

latkes, donuts, dreidels,

live music and the 

Talmud Torah choir!

— Please share the newspaper! —

mailto:chabad@shaw.ca
mailto:Edmonton.SouthWest@assembly.ab.ca

